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journal homepage: www.e lsev ier .com/ locate /yse izBrain surgery has completely changed my life. When I was
asked to consider having brain surgery, I foundmyself faced with a
huge decision. I would like to describe my experience of the whole
process, in the hope that this will help others who ﬁnd themselves
in a similar situation.
Although they were initially misdiagnosed as migraine auras, I
had been having simple partial and complex partial seizures since I
was about four years old. They were not correctly diagnosed as
epilepsy until they started to develop into tonic–clonic seizures
when I was 16 and started seeing a neurologist. I was prescribed a
variety of beta-blockers and anti-convulsants in many combina-
tions, but none of these seemed to control the seizures. None of the
diagnostic tests I had – from what I remember, two EEGs, two CT
scans, and two MRIs – revealed anything of any use. This was the
way things were to continue for many years.
Shortly before I turned thirty, my neurologist retired and with
the help of Epilepsy Action, I persuaded my GP to refer me to an
epilepsy specialist. Inmy very ﬁrst appointmentwith him, hewent
through my history and asked me to describe my symptoms in my
own words. From my descriptions, he said that my seizures were
almost certainly starting in the dominant temporal lobe and that
this was likely to be the left, given that I was right-handed. He
explained tome that, given howmany different drugs had failed to
controlmy seizures, therewas very little chance that any drug at all
would work for me.
It was then that my epilepsy specialist suggested that surgery
might be the only way to control my seizures. I did not really take
the suggestion all that seriously. At the time I knew absolutely
nothing about brain surgery. The whole concept conjured up
images in my mind of compulsory treatment for the criminally
insane, rather than a means of controlling symptoms like seizures.
But all this was to change.
At my ﬁrst appointment, the specialist had said that he wanted
to redo the EEG and scans that I had already had several times. He
explained that improved technology meant that these tests could
well spot things they had previouslymissed. This EEGwas different
from the previous tests in just one way. I had described at my ﬁrst
appointment how many of my seizures seemed to occur as I was
waking up or falling asleep; and so I had been told to try not to have
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minutes’ nap. This was the ﬁrst EEG ever to spot any signs of
seizure activity in me. Although allowingme to take the test under
the same conditions that seemed to provoke the majority of my
seizures seems like common sense (after all, the test normally
includes things like shining strobe lights in our faces and asking us
to hyperventilate), nobody else had thought of it.
The MRI seemed to me just like my previous scans. The main
difference was that the deﬁnition in modern scans is much higher
than in older ones. I still remember clearly the appointmentwhen I
was told the results of this scan. When I ﬁrst heard the word
‘‘tumour’’, I was terriﬁed. But the specialist soon calmed me down
with perhaps the worst reassuring words I have ever heard – ‘‘you
have probably had it since you were born and it has not killed you
yet, so it’s not likely to in the near future’’. Luckily for me, I have a
very matter-of-fact attitude about information like this – but I can
easily see how that comment would be enough to reduce a grown
man to tears. The tumour was not the only thing that the scan
revealed. There was a gap forming around the tumour, as if the
surrounding area of my brain was slowly recoiling away from it.
Most importantly, the damage it was doing was in just the right
place to be causing my seizures. When I got over the shock of this
diagnosis, I was very angry that none of my earlier scans had
spotted it. I understood that the technology had improved and that
this scan used ‘‘slices’’ much closer together than my previous
ones, but the affected area of my brain was much larger than the
tumour itself, so I thought it would have been visible on earlier
scans. When the specialist got in touch with the hospital where I
had had the previous scans, they had lost all my ﬁles. Whether this
was purely due to bad record keeping, or whether they were
deliberately lost out of fear of being sued for negligence, I thought
this was totally unacceptable.
It was at this point that I began to take more seriously the idea
of surgery. The simple argument that won me over was that, if my
seizures were being caused by the damage the tumour was doing,
then the tumour and the damaged area had to go. There would be
several tests to ascertain how risky surgery would be for me and
how likely it would be to stop my seizures. I would be given all the
necessary information before I had to make a ﬁnal decision. I went
home and had a good think about it. By this stage, epilepsy was
having serious effects onmy career,my social life andmy love life. I
was very aware thatmy uncontrolled seizures were also a constant
risk tomy own life and the safety of those aroundme. I came to the
conclusion that I had nothing to lose and everything to gain, so I
decided to carry on with the tests.
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EEG telemetry is like a normal EEG test except that it can last a
week or longer. The doctors glue electrical sensors all over your
scalp, keep an eye on you the whole time and literally wait for you
to have a seizure. This is so they can monitor the whole thing on
video and through the EEG, which allows them to see details of the
electrical activity in the brain. The idea is that by observing several
seizures like this, they can tell where in the brain they are starting.
In the case of surgery, this is important, as it will be the target for
removal. The results from this test were inconclusive, as the
seizures started too deep inside my brain, so the electrical signal
was similar all over the surface of my head. I therefore had to go
back into hospital again to repeat the whole thing, but this time
there would be a difference – instead of relying purely on sensors
glued to my scalp, they also inserted a strip of them into each side
of my brain for a more accurate view of the seizure activity. This
test lasted another week or so and also involved two trips to the
operating theatre to insert and remove the sensors.
This test revealed that my seizures were indeed all starting in
the same area of my brain. This was good news from a surgical
point of view, as there is no point in removing any part of the brain
unless all the seizures start there. It also showed that this was a
fairly small area – good news again, as the less that needs to be
removed, the less likely any unpleasant effects.
Next on the list was the weirdest of all the tests. The sodium
amytal or Wada test involves temporarily putting one half of the
brain to sleep and seeing how well the other half copes with
various tasks. The whole thing is then repeated the other way
round and by comparing the results it is possible towork outwhich
mental functions are located in which hemisphere of the brain.
This can vary quite a lot from one person to another. In order to
anaesthetise one hemisphere, the doctors need to get to the blood
vessel that supplies it. The onlyway they can safely do this without
you bleeding to death is tomake a small incision into a blood vessel
just to the side of your private parts and thread a narrow tube all
the way to your neck. The only odd thing about the ﬁrst half of this
test was that I could not notice any effects. It seems I was only
using half my brain! However, the second session felt really
strange. I was shown pictures and asked what they were. I knew
fullwell what theywere, but could not for the life ofme think of the
words to describe them (not unlike how I often felt during a simple
partial seizure). Next they askedme to read somewords out, which
I could do with no problem. Then they showed me groups of
pictures which each included one of the pictures I had seen earlier
and asked me which one this was. Although I was still unable to
think of the necessary words to describe them, I could easily
remember which pictures I had seen and pointed to the
appropriate ones. Finally, they showed me groups of words, each
of which included one of the words I had read out loud earlier.
Although I was still capable of reading and understanding the
words, I had absolutely no recollection whatsoever which ones I
had read out loud no more than ﬁve minutes earlier.
Finally, there was a session of neuropsychiatric evaluation. This
involved all kinds of tests, such as visual awareness and verbal
reasoning.
After all these tests, I was told that therewas a very good chance
that surgery would greatly reduce my seizures, or even stop them
altogether. Although there was still a small chance that it could
make things even worse, this was extremely unlikely. Given thestate in which epilepsy had left my career and my love life, a
realistic chance of a life without seizures was an offer so good I
could not turn it down. Since the operation, many people have
expressed their amazement at how calmly I approached the whole
thing, but I always respond by explaining that the prospect of
spending the rest ofmy lifewith uncontrolled seizures, whichwere
gradually becoming more and more severe, was far more
frightening than surgery.
To be quite honest, I did not sleep very well the night before the
operation – but who would? The last thing I remember before the
operation was being asked by the anaesthetist to count down from
ten to zero. The ﬁrst thing I remember after the operationwas being
asked a series of questions to test how alert I was. I was shocked to
ﬁnd out that I could not remember the name of the hospital I was in,
or who was the prime minister, or even which year it was. The
surgeon who had performed the operation explained to me how he
had intended to remove only a very small part of my temporal lobe,
but had ended up removing virtually the whole thing before tests
had shown that the seizure activity had completely stopped. I really
was frightened, as I had no idea just how bad the after effects of the
surgery would be. I remember the frustration of trying to do the
crossword in each day’s newspaper but failing to work out a single
answer in the whole time I was in hospital. Luckily, it turns out that
these effects were fairly short-lived. Within a month or two, I was
pretty much back to normal again.
I have only noticed a few more permanent effects. Firstly, my
memory for numbers has been hugely reduced, although my
understanding and arithmetic are unaffected. Secondly, my ability
to remember all kinds of names (people, places, books, ﬁlms,
brands, even the software I use every day), particularly those
which I did not already know at the time I had the operation, is very
unreliable. This is not a consistent thing – I seem to have good days
and bad days. There are easy methods to help avoid letting these
effects be a major problem and, to be honest, they are a small price
to pay for an end to my seizures.
The overall results of the surgery have been excellent. Before
surgery, I rarely lasted more than one month without having a
cluster of seizures, but since the operation, I have lasted over six
years so far without a single seizure. I havemanaged to ﬁndmyself
a permanent job and I am in a long-term relationship – two things
which I found considerably more difﬁcult while suffering from
seizures. Even ifmy seizureswere to start again right now, it would
still have been worth having the operation just to have bought
myself some time off.
My advice to anybody whose doctor mentions the possibility of
surgery would be to seriously consider it. Find out the vital
information before making a decision – How likely would it be to
reduce seizures? What about stopping them altogether? What are
the risks? What are the potential side-effects? These are all factors
which can vary greatly from one person to the next. Secondly, ask
yourself howmuch your seizures are affecting your life – how big a
difference would an end to your seizures really make to your
quality of life? Finally, taking into account all the other factors, you
need to consider whether it is a risk that you, personally, are
willing to take.
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